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Within a fistful of years, London based DJ and producer jozif has built a solid reputation for 
himself. Eccentric as well as charismatic, his groove-driven sets have brought severe 
damage on some of the most hard to please dancefloors of Planet Earth. As a producer, jozif 
sails in a sea of strange atmospheres, wrapped up in white noise, equally organic and 
electronic, deep blue, deep disco, deep house, deep techno...   

For over a year now, jozif and Agoria had been 
swapping their own productions, including the incredibly 
funky ‘‘Back to my Roots’’ tracklisted on the Balance016 
compilation released in May 2010. It was time for InFiné 
to release a good old vinyl record, compiling four huge 
tracks, which sums up the sound of now. Sunrise Ep, 
the orgasmic groove of your winter!  

The EP opens itself with the eponym title, “Sunrise”. 
Think about a quiet awakening after a drunken night out. 
A deep kick and some trippy strings pads enlighten a 
smooth piano and directly drive the listener to a peaceful 
after party mood. The perfect soundtrack for a heavenly 
beach!    

Then comes “Suddenly Somethin”, some 80´s 
snares, a funky guitar and a melody, which runs through 
your veins and remains in the head.  A funky revelation 

indeed!    

“Natural Nature” submerges its listener with a scary but enjoyable darkness, where 
glitches and white noises blend with weird organic sounds, wild roars, disturbing birdcalls, 
vegetal waterfalls… Some electrifying bass blasts come up to swell the sound. A celestial 
bass line slowly introduced an oriental female voice. The journey goes on.  

“Cathy’s Diamonds” amazingly concludes the EP with some highly groovy sensations. 
Elegant and vintage, jozif´s bells, shakers and sunny bass lines push the Disco to a very 
exciting new era. A jewel to warm your dancefloors up this winter!  

 
 
 
IF2029 – jozif – Sunrise Ep 
1/A1 – Sunrise // 2/A2 – Suddenly Somethin´ 
3/B1 – Natural Nature // 4/B2 – Cathy´s Diamonds 


